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The Record of Decision (ROD) presents the selected remedial action for the Huntingtonkast
Nohpon Landfill inactive hazardous waste disposal site which was chosen in accordance with the New York
State Environmental Conservation Law (ECL). The remedial program selected is not intonsistent with the
National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan of March 8. 1990 (40CFR300).
This decision is based upon the Administrative Record of the New York State Department of
Environmental Consemtion (NYSDEC) for the Hunthg~~n/East
Nonhpon Landfill Inactive Hazardous Waste
Site and upon public input to the Proposed Remedial Action Plan (PRAP) presented by the NYSDEC. A
bibliography of the documents included as a pan of the Adminisrrative Record is included in Appendix B of
the ROD.

Actual or threatened release of hazardous waste consti~entsfrom this site, if not addressed by
implementing the response action selected in this ROD, presents a current or potential threat to public health
and the environment.

Based upon the results of the Remedial InvcStigation/Fe.asibiiity Study (RIIFS) for the HuntingtonfEast
Northpon Landfill and the criteria identified for evaluation of alternatives the NYSDEC has selected an
institutional convols and water supply protection remedy. The components of the remedy are as follows:
The Town will place deed restrictions that will limit excavation and drilling in the capped landfill.
Town land use comIs, which will be implemented through the Town Board, will prohibit new well
installations near the landfill and consequently limit exposures to lamifdl solids ahd sediments and
potential exposure by the public to hazards d i t e d with drilling new wells or coming into contact
with affected groundwater.
The Town will place physical barriers (fencing) around the landtidl properly to prohibit envy on to
the site by the general public.
The Town of Huntington will finance additional connections to public water supplies of residences or
properties that have a private d r i i water well that may be impacted or threatened in the future by
the landtiill leachate plume.

A long-term monitoring program will be instituted by the Town.

The New York State Department of Health concurs with the remedy selected for this site as being
protective of human health.

The selected remedy is protective of human health and the environment, complies with State and
F e d 4 reqkements that are legally appliible or relevant and appropriate to the remedial action to the extent
practicable, and is cost effective. This remedy utilizes permanent solutiom and alternative treatment or
reswrce recovety technologies, IO the maximum extent practicable, and satisfies the preference for remedies
that reduce toxicity, mobility. or volume as a principal element. Hazardous wastes will remain on site.
however, since the W i l l material cannot be excavated and treated effectively.
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HuntingtonIEast Northport Landfill
Site No. 152040
March 1996

SECTION 1: SITE DESCRIPTION

The East Norchpon Landfill is located in the Town ofHuntington in the northwest corner Of Suffolk County.
New York. See Figure 1. The landfdl encompasses a s e triangular site on Town line Road, which
coincides with the border between the towns of Huntington and Smithtown. Figure 2 shows the location of
the landfill, groundwater monitoring wells, private wells, and other sampling locations absociated with this
investigation. The area encompaued by F i 2 represents the area herein referred to as thl:study area. The
site is located in an area of Huntington which can be generally characterized as a mixbre of municipal,
irdusuial, commercial, and residential properties. East of the landfdl are located a numwr of trucking and
stone supply businesses, located directly west and south is the Long Island Lighting Comdany (LILCO) and
Iroquois Natural Gas Pipeline and Right-of-way propenies. Funher to the west and sobth are residential
properties. Immediately north of the site is the 12-acre 'leasehold" propeny which is the present location of
the Town's resource recovery plant.
SECTION 2:

Prior to the early 1930s, the land now occupied by the Town of Huntington's East Noqport Landfdl was
farmland. By 1935, sand mining operations along with disposal of municipal solid waste were on going on
the west side of Town Li Road where the landfill currently exists.

In E ,
the fust of three incinerators was consuuncd at the nonhem end of the complex. The incinerators
ceased operations and were decommissioned in the Summer of 1989.

-

The amount of waste accepted at the landfdl site varied from year to year and month to month. Based on the
limited infonuation available in 1973,292,000 tons of solid waste were accepted at the complex. In 1977, the
Town accepted more than 270.000 tons to the landfill.
The types of wastes generally accepted at the landfdl site were municipal solid waste and construction and
demolition debris. There is no historical evidence of the disposal of Luge amounts of highljr toxic materials.
drummed wastes or petroleum hydrocarbons. Those areas of the landfdl that have bedn regraded have
revealed no unexpected waste disposal material or practices.
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The Huntington Landfill was listed in the NYSDEC Registry of Inactive Hazardous Waste Disposal Sites in
December 1983. 'Ihere have been numerous soldies of the landfill, including a NYSDEC Phase I Investigation
completed in December 1985. The site was classified a Class 2 (significant threat to public health or
environment action required) in December 1986.
. .

-

-

Due to landfill leachate migrating into the groundwater beneath the site, there have been three phases of
providing public water to residents whose wells were impacted or threatened by the contaminated groundwater.
Phases I and II occurred bewx.n 1986 ard 1989 prior to the stan of the Remedial Investigation (RI) at the site.
Phase I11 occurred in 1993.
To cornply with NYSDEC regulations, the Townof Huntington initiated a methane gas monitoring and control
program at the landfill in 1978. Later, an active gas control system was installed in phases around the entire
landfdl with t b blower stations controlling gas collection.
Landfilling of municipal solid waste ceased at the landfill in September 1989. In December of 1991. the site
boundary was modified to exclude the 12-acre leasehold property, now the site of the Town's resource
recovery plant Between late fall 1990 and August 1993, the landfdl was completely regraded in preparation
for constructing a f d cover system.

An Order on Consent between the Town of Huntington and the NYSDEC requiring a full remedial program
was executed on March 26. 1991.
SECTION 3:
The Town of Huntington and the NYSDEC, under the State Superfund Program, initiated a Remedial
Investigation! Feasibility Study (RIIFS) in September 1991 to addrw the contamination at the site.

The purpose of the RI was to define the nature and extent of any contamination resulting from previous
activities at the site.
The RI was conducted in 2 phases. The first phase was conducted between September 1991 and January 1993
and the second phase beoveen November 1993 and September 1995. Reports entitled

Ambient - August 1995 have been prepared describing the field activities and findings of the RI in detail.
A Summary of the RI follows:
The RI activities consisted of the following:
Surface Water Invdgation
Landfill Sediment Investigation
Leachate Investigation
Groundwater Investigation
Private Well Inventory and Sampling
Landfill Gas and Ambient Air Investigation
March 26. 1996
Page 2
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Groundwater Modeling
Ambient Air Modeling
Baseline Human Health Risk Assessment

"i

The analytical data obtained from the RI was compared to Applicable Standards. Cri ria, and Guidance
Values (SCGs) in determining remedial alternatives. Groundwater, d r i i g water, and splrface water SCGs
identified for the HuntingtOnlEast Northport Landtill Site were based on the NYSDEC Ambient Water Oualitv
- .
Standards and ~uidan&Values and P& V of NYS Sanitary Code. For the evaluation
interpretation of
soil analytical results, the NYSDEC soil clean-up aidelines for the protection of
backround
conditions, and risk-baud remediation criteria were used to develop remediation go-& for soil i d sediment.

Based on the results of the remediil investigation in comparison to the SCGs and potential public health and
environmental exposure rates, certain areas and media of the site require remediation.
As part of the RI, areas of contamination have been defmed and characterized for leachaq seepage, surface
water and s e d i i , landf~llgases, and groundwater. In all, up to three rounds of sample? were collected in

the RIlFS process for each media. A brief summary of the results from specific media is liven below.

-

Leachate Various leachate samples were'colleeted from a shallow drainage system andfrom the slooe of
the llandfiu. These samples were nit representative of the leachate generatedat &e base of the landfdl ihich
is at least 50 feet below ground surface. No volatile organic comwunds (VOCs) aaribudble IO the landfill
were detected. The sampl& showed high levels of almost all metals. ~hromium,iead, andzinc all exceeded
NYSDEC class GA groundwater standards by a minimum of ten times.

-

Sediments and Surface Water Surface water samples were collected from the west retharge basin. No
VOCs, semi-volatile organic compounds, or PCBs were detected in the surface water. Leah was detected at
23 pans per billion @pb). No VOCs or PCBs were detected in any of the sediment samples collected from the
recharge basin.
Surface water samples and sediment samples were also collected from Sunken Meadow Creeh which is located
approximately 10.000 feet hydraulically downgradient from the landfill. Sunken Mead04 Creek is a local
~ sto 5 D D ~ )
discharge zone for the shallow gmundwater. Temhloroethm 8CE) was detected at trace ~ d v e (1
in 5 of the 6 surface water samples collected in the fresh water section of Sunken Meqow creek.
NYSDEC ambient surface water guidance value for PCE is 1 ppb. Leachate indicators in thdse samples were
also elevated above the background samples. The samphg results indicate that the headwdters of the creek
are receiving landfdl leachate impacted groundwater. The results are presented in Table 1.

'ih;

-

Landfill Gas In the initial 1992 sampling round, 8 of 10 ambient air samples collencd
exceeded the NYSDEC annual guideline concentrations (AGCs) for berurnc, with concenuati m ranging from
0. 16 to 1.5 ug/m3. The AGC for benzene is 0.12 ugh3. In the second round of sampling, nzene was not
detected. No concentrations of VOCs exceeded the AGCs in subsequent off-site ambient air $ampling results.
See Table 2 and Figure 3.

i

Air quality modelii of the landfill was conducted to estimate maximum off site concentratior$ of VOCs. This
irbormation was used to assess potential health risks due to the movement of VOCs via the $u pathway. The
results were in general agreement with the field ambient air sampling results. The m o d e l i results indicate
that there is no expected off site concentration greater than 5 percent of any AGC.
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Groundwater Groundwater contamination related to the landfill was evaluated by samplig a network of 24
monitoring wells and numerous existing private water supply wells. Analysis of samples revealed a plume of
leachate impacted groundwater extending from the landfill to approximately two miles north-nonheast of the
landfill. The width of the plume is approximately 2.400 fen and it is sinking in the Upper Glacial aquifer as
it moves downgradient. In the vicinity of Sunken Meadow Creek there is a reversal in the shallow groundwater
flow and groundwater flows upward and discharges to the creek.
The highest levels of VOCs were detected in monitoring wells located over one mile downgradient of the
landfdl, including : ENdM with 35 ppb total VOCs, EN-7M with 74 ppb total VOCs, and EN8M with 40
ppb total VOCs. See Figure 4 which depicts the extent of VOCs in the leachate plume. The most commonly
detected VOCs include tetrachloroethene (PCE), uichloroethene (TCE), and 1.2 dichloroethene (1.2 DCE).
The groundwater standard for these compounds is 5 ppb. See Table 3.
A number of private wells which clearly exhibit leachate impact also exhibit VOC contamination. These
indude PW-41,51,52, and 148 which are all located within the northern extent of the landfill leachate plume.
These homes were all supplied with public water during the fall of 1993. During the fall of 1993, 57 homes
were connected tn public water. Seventeen residences in the Callahan Drive area, whih have private wells
that are considered threatened by the landfdl leachate plume, have been recommended for hook up to public
water as well.

Interim Remedial Measures (IRMs) were conducted at the site based on fmdings as the RI progressed. An
IRM is implemented when a source of c o e o n or exposure pathway can be effectively addressed before
completion of the RIIFS. Three IRMs have been completed while the RIlFS was in progress and three more
arc underway to address sources of contamination or to address an exposure pathway.
First. at the request of the New York State Depanment of Health (NYSDOH). the Town entered into an
agreement with the Suffolk County Water Authority (SCWA) to connect 57 homeowners to public water as
an IRM under the RIFS program in the Fall of 1993. The 57 residential homeowners were identified as
owning a private well used for potable water that were either impacted or threatened by the landfdl leachate
plume. See Figure 5.
Second, a landfiU gas monitoring and extraction system has been reconstructed at the landfdl. The extraction
system serves to prevent off-site migration of IandfiU gas.

Third, contaminated sediments were removed in July 1992 from an on-site recharge basin and placed on top
of the landfill, where they have been secured under the landfidl cover system.

Three additional IRMs whih are in progress include the following:
First, to comply with NYSDEC regulations, the Town was required to design and c o ~ u u c at f d cover
system and upgrade the gas collection system for the regraded landf~dl.The cover system or 'cap" serves to
e l i t e the inliltration of water into the landtidl thereby drastically reducing the generation of leachate. The
original cap and upgraded gas collection system design was approved by the NYSDEC in July of 1993. At
the request of the Town of Huntington. a second alternate cap design was developed and draft design
documents were submitted to the NYSDEC for their review in July 1994. This alternate cap design was
approved by the NYSDEC in August 1994. Both designs were competitively bid. Based on the bid prices
HuntingwdEast Nonhport Inactive Havrdous Wane Sits
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received, the Town was aubriized to award a contract for the construction of the alternate design. The Town
selected a contractor and mobilization took place in October 1994. The landfdl cap qonsuuction and the
upgrading of the landfil gas collection system is substantially complete.

Second,an "outpost0 monitoring well will be ktaUed approximately 5M) feet to the southeast of the Gun Club
Road Public Supply Well. This monitoring well will be approximately 300 feet deep arld serve as an early
warning system should landfill leachate wruaminated groundwater migrate in the direction of the supply well.
If sampling from the outpost well dctectci contamination, an evaluation will be performed to determine the need
to provide treatment at the supply well. See Figure 4.
Lastly, public water will be provided to the 22 homes in the Callahan Drive area. See Figure 4.

Prior to and during the RI, wnaminanrr,migrating from the landfdl were detected in some of the private wells
downgradient from the site in concentrations acceedig New York State Depanment of Health public drinking
water standards. Local residents do consume water from private wells and therefore groundwater was
considered the primary pathway of exposure.
-)
in drinking water, the Town of Huntington
To e l i the possibility of e x p u r e to site-related u
has provided or is in the process of providing public water to homes with private wells located withii the
existing andtor projected area of the groundwater contaminant plume.

The potential exists for exposure to contaminants migrating from the landfill in the air. Air sampling and
ambient air modeling conducted during the RI suggest that this pathway of exposure d m not represent a
significant health concern. Since 1978, the Town has taken measures to prevent the otif-site migration of
landfdl gas. In addition, the landfill cap currently under conmuction includes the upg adiig of the gas
controllcollection systems that will continue to prevent the uncontrolled release of andfill gas. Once
~ N t r u d i o nof the cap is complete. a m b i i air and the air pathway of exposure will be rewaluated to ensure
that site-related air contaminants are not discharged in concentrations that would represent a health concern.

i

Surface water, sediment, and leachate are not expected to be significant pathways of exposure for the East
Nonhport Landfidl site in its present condition. The landfidl will be capped and leachate seeps are no longer
expected to occur. Based on the RI,the pathway of exposure of primary concern is exposure to site-related comaminanu in
drinldng water. Therefore, the groundwater FS for the landfdl focused on preventing humad exposure to siterelated contaminanu in drinking water and the impacts of leachate on groundwater. The landfill gas and
d i e m air FS focused on preventing human exposure to site-related contaminants in air.

Given that the landfdl is currently closed and a permanent cap is nearly complete, the remaining release
mechanisms to the environment are direct discharge of leachate to groundwater and landfdl gas migration.
It was estimated that prior to the regrading of the landfill 10-20 million gallons per year of leachate were
generated and discharged to the groundwater. Upon completion of the landfill cap, rates of water 'Miltration
and subsequent leachate generation will be essentially eliminated.
HuntingtonlEpsr Nonhpn Inactive Hazardous Waste Site
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Groundwater Pathway The groundwater investigation veritied that the groundwater is flowing to the
northeast at 0.7 to 1.O ftlday in the Upper Glacial aquifer. Analysis of groundwater samples has revealed a
plume of leachate impacted groundwater extending from the landfrll to the northeast, following the direction
of groundwater flow. The leachate plume is sinking in the Upper Glacial aquifer as it moves downgradient.
The farthest observed extent of the leachate plume is monitoring well EN-9M. located approximately two
miles nonh-northeast of the landfill. The width of the plume is approximately 2.400 feet. Analysis indicates
that the deeper Magothy portion of the aquifer has m t been impacted by the leachate plume.
VOCs detected within the plume boundaries include PCE. TCE, and 1.2 DCE. 'Ihe highest observed
concentrations of total VOCs were detected in monitoring wells located over one mile from the IandWI.
including: EN-6M (35 ppb TVOCs). EN-7M (74 ppb TVOCs) and EN-9M (40 ppb TVOCs). The groundwater
standard is 5 ppb for these individual compounds. and 100 ppb for TVOCs.
Nonheasr of the site, Sunken Meadow Creek serves as a zone of shallow groundwater discharge in the study
area. PCE at trace concentrations (1 to 5 ppb) was detected in surface water samples collected from the
headwaters of the creek as well as elevated levels of leachate indicator parameters indicating impacted
groundwater is d i i g i n g to this surface water body. No evidence of leachate impact was observed in
samples collected within the main body (tidal zone) of Sunken Meadow Creek. Dilution of the trace levels of
PCE is occurring. Based on groundwater model simulations, leachate impacted groundwater will discharge
to Sunken Meadow Creek but will not reach Long Island Sound. Field data suppom this conclusion. The
NYSDOH has concluded that the bioconcentration potential of PCE in fish is extremely low, and this
compound appears to be eliminated rapidly from the organism. Additional surface water samples will be
collected as part of the landfill's postclosure monitoring.

-

Air Pathway Based on the d r s of the on-site ambient air samples collected during the RI, it appears that
ernissii from the lardfill are impacting the quality of ambient air at the landfdl. However, under h e weather
conditions which prevailed during the Phase I1 RI program, landfil gas emissions did not appear to be
impacting off-site ambient air. This conclusion is further supported by the air modeling completed as part of
the Phase I1 RI. The modeling resulu indicate that the landfil and associated landfil gas collection blowers
are not a significant source of VOC mntaminatio~Funher ambient air evaluation will be undertaken once the
landfrll cap installation is completed.
SECTION 4: ENFORCEMENTSTATUS

The NYSDEC and the Town of Huntington entered into a Consent Order on March 26. 1991 (Index # W1254-8806). The Order obligates the Town to implement a full remedial program and allows reimbursement
to the Town of up to 75 percent of the eligible costs of the remediation.
SECTION 5: SUMMARY-OF T

Goals for the remedial program have been esfablikhed through the remedy selection process stated in 6NYCRR
375-1.10. These goals are established under the guideline of meeting all Standards, Criteria, and Guidance
Values (SCGs) and protecting human health and the environment.
At a minimum,the remedy selected should eliminate or mitigate all significant threats to the public health and

to the environment presented by the hazardous waste disposed at the site through the proper application of
scientific and engineering principles.
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The goals selected for this site are:
Reduce, control, or eliminate the contamination present within the soilslWaste on site.

.

E l i the potential for dien human or animal contact with the contamipated soils on site.
Migate the impacu of contaminated groundwater to the environment.

.

Prevent, to the extent possible, migration of contaminants in the landfh to groundwater
(generation of leachate withii the fdl mass).
Provide for attainment of SCGs for groundwater and air quality at the limits of the area of
concern (AOC).

SECTION6:

0

Potential remedial alternatives for the Huntington Landfdl site were identified, screened ind evaluated in a
Feasibiliry Study. This evaluation is presented in the reports entitled
October 1995.
The general response actions identified in the groundwater FS included No Action. Instiptional Controls,
Containment. RemovallCollection, Treatment and DisposallDiharge. These general resppnse actions were
evaluated baed on technical implementability. The response actions that were not technic ly implementable
were not retained for funher analysis. The remaining general response actions were 3.5 embled into 20
alternatives. These 20 alternatives were screened based on their ability to meet Remedial hcuon Objectives
(RAOs), their short-term and long-term effectiveness and their implementability. From hat analysis. six
alternatives were retained for funher detailed analysis. A summary of the detailed analysid follows.

The potential remedies are intended to address the groundwater and air pathway at the site.

refunher action alternative is evaluated as a procedural requirement and as a basis for aomparison. This
alternative recognizes the three IRMs already conducted at the Huntington Landfdl as dis$ussed in Section
4.2. It also r e a p h the h e lRMs which an in prognss. Thw are the construction of thd landfill cap and
enhancement of the gas control system, innallation of the outpost monitoring well upgradientof the Gun Club
Road Public Drinking Water Supply Well and the connection of the 22 additional homes to the public water
supply. It requires operation and maintenance of the landfdl cap and gas collection system and continued
groundwater, surface water, and gas monitoring to evaluate the effectiveness of the remediation completed
under the IRM(s). The capital costs are for the remaining costs associated with connecting tht 22 homes to
public water and installation of the outpost monitoring well.
Present Wonh:
Capital Cost:
Annual GW Mon:

$649,674
$176,924
$ 43.302

H u ~ t o n l E a sNonhpon
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T i e to implement:

Immediately

This alternative recognizes the three IRMs already conducted at the Huntington LandfdI and the three which
are in progress. In addition, Alternative 2 includes institutional controls which include: deed restrictions for
the landfillproperty, local land use control to limit exposures, access restrictions, local controls on new well
installations. and the connection to public water of any residences which may have landfdl leachate impacted
or threatened d r i i water wells in the future. The capital costs are for the remaining costs associated with
connecting the 22 homes to public water and installation of the outpost monitor.ing well.

Present Worth:
Capital Cost:
Amual O&M and GW Mon:
T i e to Implement:
.

707.798
176.924
48.626
Immediately

$
$
$

-

ve 3 H

Y

Thits alternative includes the institutional controls and water supply protection elements of Alternative 2 and
two hydraulic containment wells to capture any leachate contaminated groundwater from leaving the landfill
area to prevent funher migration of conraminants. The two wells would need to pump a combined flow of 400
gallons per minute or .576 million gallons per day of groundwater. These wells would be screened
approximately 70 to 120 feet below ground level. -The l&tionand number of containment wells required were
determined through the use of the groundwater model developed during the RI. See Figure 6. The duration
of the groundwater containment
is un&
and is dependent oithe efticiency of the pump and meat
system. A 30-year duration is assumed for estimating costs. The extracted groundwater would be pumped to
an on-site treatment system consisting of metals pretreatment, solids removal by fitration, and organics
removal by air stripping and vapor phase granular activated carbon. See Figure 7. The treated groundwater
would be discharged to the on-site west recharge basin.
Present Worth:
Capital Cost:
Annual O&M and GW Mon:
T i e to Implement:

$24,133,361'
S 5,322,487
$ 1,723,002
2.5 years

.

.

This alternative is the same as Alternative 3 except that the treated groundwater would be discharged through
on-site reinjection wells rather than thl recharge basin.
Present W o k
Capital Costs:
Annual O&M and GW Mon:
T i e to Implement:

$ 24,203,819'
$ 5,406,046
$ 1.721.802

2.5 years

HuntingtodEnrt Nonhpon Inactive Hazardous Waste Sits
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This alternative includes the institutional controls and water supply protection elements of Alternative 2, the
hydraulic containment component as discussed in Alternative 3, and four additional exdaction wells which
would be located approximately 8,000feet nonh-northeast of the landfil to address a second VOC plume that
is related to the landfiil. The four additional wells would be screened from approximat6ly 120 to 170 feet
below ground level and would be pumped at approximately 350 gpm each. The six wells Would need to pump
a combined flow of 1.800 gallons per minute or 2.6 million gallons per day of groundwater, The location and
number of extraction wells required were also determined through the use of the grounbwater model. See
Figure 8. The duration of the groundwater containment and restoration pumping is uncertah and is dependent
on the efficiency of the pump and treat system. A 30-year duration is assumed for esdmating cosrs. The
extracted groundwater wuld be pumped to an on-site treatment system. The treatmenk system would be
similar to the system discussed in Alternative 3 but be sized larger to handle the additional flows. The treated
groundwater would be discharged to the on-site west recharge basin and an additional off-bite recharge basin
that would be required.
Present Worth:
Capital Cost:
Annual O&M and GW Mon:
Time to Implement:

$69.815.122*
$13,332,453
$ 5,173,590
2.5 years

This alternative is the same as Alternative 5 except that the treated groundwater would be discharged through
onsite reinjection wells rafher than the recharge basins.
Present Worth:
Capital Cost:
Annual O&M and GW Mon:
T i e to Implement:

$70,113,404'
$ 13,480.074
$ 5,187,390

2.5 years

* The present worth costs includes 30 years of estimated annual operation and maintenance (O&M) corn for
the groundwater collection and treatment systems proposed. They do not include O&M costs associated with
maintaining the landfill cap and gas coll&on &stem.

The criteria used to compare the potential remedial alternatives are defmd in the regulatiqn that dieas the
remediation of 'inactive hazardous waste sites in New York State (6NYCRR Part 375). For each of the
criteria. a brief description is provided followed by an evaluation of the alternatives against that criterion. A
detailed discussion of the evaluation criteria and comparative analysis is contained in the Feasibility S ~ d y .
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The nrst two evaluation criteria are termed threshold criteria and must be satisfied in order for a n
alternative to be considered for selection.

. .

1. Comnliance withew Y
Y
. Compliance with
SCGs addresses whether or not a remedy will meet applicable environmental laws, regulations. standards, and
guidance.
The No-Funher Action Alternative and Alternative 2 do not address the chemical specific standards because
these alternatives would not actively remediate the affected groundwater that has migrated off site. Natural
aaenuation and dilution would occur over an unspecified period of time. Alternatives 3 and 4 only satisfy the
chemical specii standards for the collected groundwater in the hydraulic containment field near the landfdl.
Alternatives 5 and 6 fully satisfy the chemical specific standards for the affected groundwater. The surface
water and air pathway SCGs will be addressed by all alternatives through continued monitoring in Sunken
Meadow Creek and continued monitoring and operation of the landfill gas collection system, respectively.
Should future monitoring indicate the need for treatment of the blower exhaust, it will be provided.
2. Prorection.
This ctiterion is an overall evaluation of the health and
environmental impacts to assess whether each alternative is protective.
All alternatives, except the No-Funher Action Alternative are protective of human health via the groundwater
pathway since public water will be provided to any residence with impacted or potentially impacted wells and
an "outpost" monitoring well will be installed upgradient of the Gun Club Road public water supply well. All
alternatives will be protective of human healrh via the air pathway in that if future monitoring indicates the
need for treatment of the blower exhaust, it will be provided.
Alternatives 5 and 6 would be the most effective alternatives to reduce the impacts to groundwater. The No
Funher Action Alternative and Alternative 2 will provide no additional protection of groundwater beyond the
effect the landfdl cap will have in restricting rainwater from producing leachate in the future.
The next five "primary balancing criteria" are w d to compare the positive and negative aspects of each
of the remedial strategies.
3. . The potential shon-term adverse impacts of the remedial action upon the
community, the workers, and the environment during the construction and implementation are evaluated. The
length of time needed to achieve the remedial objectives is also estimated and compared with the other
alternatives.
Each alternative presents short-term risk to the community during the construction of the landfill cap. The
landfill cap is expected to be completed within a few months, whiie the groundwater containment and
restoration cornponenu of AitemativeS 3 through 6 would be expected to take an additional 2.5 years to design
and consuua. The c o e n of Alternatives 3 through 6 would cause shon term impacts to the community
due to the use of heavy machinery which would generate dust, traffic congestion, and cause safety hazards.
4. Long-term.This criterion evaluates the long-term effectiveness of
alternatives after implementation of the response actions. If wastes or treated residuals remain on site after
the selected remedy has been implemented, the following items are evaluated: 1) the magnitude of the
remaining risks; 2) the adequacy of the conuols intended to limit the risk; and 3) the reliability of these
controls.
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None of the alternatives are considered a permanent solution since the landfdl waste will remain in place. 'Ihe
I
d cap will provide a permanent control in preventing additional leachate production from the landfdl if
it is properly maintained. Alternatives 3 through 6 will provide permanent treatment of contaminated
groundwater in the aquifer, although the lenglh of time needed is uncertain..

.. 1

..

or VoLume.. Preference is given to alternatives a a t permanently and
significantly reduce the toxicity, mobili or volume of the wastes at the site.

5. -of

4

The No-Further Action Alternative and Alternative 2 will not reduce the toxicity, mo ility, or volume of
landfill solids or the affected groundwater. The remaining four alternatives would sig ticandy reduce the
toxicii, mobility or volume of affected groundwater. Alternatives 3 and 4 would treat apprqximately 20 40%
of the contaminated groundwater. Alternatives 5 and 6 would neat 40 60% of the contamibted groundwater.
The capping of the landfdl will prevent the generation of leachate in the future.

-

-

.6.

I
The technical and administrative feasibility of implementing each alternative is
evaluated. Technically, this includes che difficulties associated with the construction, thb reliability of the
technology, and the ability to monitor the effectiveness of the remedy. Administratively, the availability of
the necessary personnel and mataial is evaluated alw with potwnial difficulties in obtaining.specific
operating
.
approvals, access for construction, etc..
The landfdl cap (all alternatives) and the construction of the groundwater treatment facdity (Alternatives 3
through 6) arc both considered technically feasible, though difficulties may be encountered dpring consuuction.
The recharge basins required in Alternatives 3 and 5 are considered a reliable discharge glternative. On the
other hand, reinjection wells required in Alternatives 4 and 6, may become clogged at cht: screened interval
causing discharge problems. The 2.6 million gallons per day flow to be pumped and the large amount of
piping which would be required for Alternatives 5 and 6, would make them very difficult to implement.
7. m.Capital and operation and maintenance (for 30 years) costs are eshated for each alternative and
compared on a present wonh basis. Although cost is the last-balancing criterion evaluated, where two or more
alternatives have met the requirements of the remaining
- criteria. cost effectiveness can be used as the basis
for the f d decision.

The costs for each alternative are presented in Table 4. The capital costs for each altefnative include the
cwts for the 17 public water connections in the Callahan Drive area and the outpost well, since this work has
not been completed.

This T i criterion is considered a modifying criterion and is taken Into account after evaluating those
above. It is focused upon after public comments on the Proposed Remedial Action Plan have been
received.

-

8. C
Concerns of the community regarding the RI/FS repons and the Prowsed
Remedial Action Plan have been evaluated. The "Responsiveness ~ummary"included & Appendix A

the public comments received and the Department's response to the concerns raised.
I n general the public comments received were supportive of the selected remedy. Several comments received
penaining to the Long-term monitoring program has resulted in some modifcations of the rqquirements of the
long-term monitoring program of Sunken Meadow Creek. The Creek will be required to be monitored on a
semi-annual basis. In addition, during the PRAP comment period it was determined '&at there are tive
Huntingtonlhst Nonhpon Inactive Hazardous Waste Site
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additional homes on Fon Salonga Road that still utilize private wells as a drinking water source. The State and
county health departments have evaluated the location of these homes relative to the landfill leachate plume.
considered the uncertainties of the groundwater model, and have determined that to be protective of public
health these homes must be connected to a public water supply. This will bring the total number of homes to
be connected to public water in the Callahan DrivelFort Salonga Road area to 22.
SECTION I
':-

OF

Based upon the results of the NIFS, and the evaluation presented in Section 7, the NYSDEC is selecting
Alternative 2 as the remedy for this site.

This selection is based upon the fact that threats to human health will be addressed through the connection of
any remaining residences to public water that are utilizing a private well threatened by the landfdl leachate
plume and the consuuction of the "outpost" well. In addition. risks from the landfdl gases will be minimized
through the continued monitoring and operation of the landfill gas collection system And the continued
monitoring of the landfdl gas monitoring wells to detect any possible off-site subsurface migration of gases.
Compliance with groundwater SCGs should be met over an unspecified time period through the completion
of the landfdl cap.-surface water SCGs will be addressed through the continued monitoring of c o n t & i t s
in the Sunken Meadow Creek. If contaminant levels increase, a decision can be made as to the appropriate
.. .
course of action. Air SCGs will be addressed through the continued operation of the landfdl gas collection
system and continued monitoring of emissions. Should future monitoring indicate the need for treatment of the
blower exhaust, it will be provided by the Town of Huntington. The landfdl gas and ambient air FS will be
utilized to determine the mosl feasible, cost-effective alternative.
The estimated present worth cost to implement the remedy is $707.798. The cost to construct the remedy is
estimated to be $and the estimated average annual operation and maintenance cost for 30 years is

Sa.626.
The elements of the selected remedy are as follows:
1.

The Town will place restrictions that will limit excavation and drilling in the capped landfdl.

2.

Town land use comls, which will be implemented through the Town Board, will prohibit new well
installations near the landfdl and consequently limit exposures to landf~llsolids and sediments and
potential exposure by the public to hazards associated with drilling new wells or coming into contact
with affected groundwater.

3.

The Town will place physical barriers (fencing) around the landfdl property to prohibit entry on to
the site by the general public.

4.

The Town of Huntington will finance additional connections to public water supplies of residences or
properties that have a private d r i i water well that may be impacted or threatened in the future by
the landfdl leachate plume.

5.

A long-term monitoring program will be instituted. This program will allow the effectiveness of the
landfdl cap and gas collection system to be monitored. This long-term monitoring program will be
a component of the operations and maintenance for the landfidl and will be developed in accordance
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with the requirements of the 6 NYCRR Pan 360Solid Waste Management Facilities. This monitoring
program will include the continued semi-annual sampling of the outpost monitoring well which is
being installed, and continued monthly sampling of the landfill gas monitoring wells, semi-annual
samplihg of a network of ten groundwater monitoring wells. and semi-annual sampling from Sunken
Meadow Creek. The appropriateness of the monitoring program will be evaluated at least once
annually.
SECTION 8:

0

As part of the remedial investigation process, a number of Citizen Participation (CP) activities were
undertaken in an effonto inform and educate the public about conditions at the site and the potential remedial
alternatives. The following public participation activities were conducted for the site:
A repository for documents pertaining to the site was established.
A site mailing list was established which included nearby property owners..local elected ofticials.
local media and other interested parties. Project fact sheets were sent out periodically using the
mailing list.
Public meetings to discuss the remedial investigation and interim remedial program were conducted
on March 22, 1991, October 24, 1991. and June 30. 1993. In addition, a public meeting was
conducted by the New York State Department of Health on &larch 16, 1992 to explain the cancer
study results and a public meeting was hosted by Suffolk County Legislator D'Andre on August 5 .
1993 to discuss providing public water to residential wells impacted or threatened by the landfdl
leachate plume.
On December 13. 1995 a public meeting to present the Proposed Remedial Action Plan ( P W I was
c o n d u d . A public corhent period on the PRAP extended from December 4. 1995 ~anu& 8.
1996.
In March 1996. a Responsiveness Summary was prepared and made available to the public. to
address the comments received during the public comment period for the P W .
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TABLE 2
24 HOUR AMBIENT AIR SAMPLING RESULTS APRIL 1994
VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS

-

SAMPLE ID

ENAAI*

ENAA2*

ENAA3*

ENAA4*

ENAAS*

ENAA6*

ENAA7**

ENAA8**

Annual Conc.
(AGCs)

Acetone

21

19

19

II

IS

IS

13

17

14,000

Toluene
1.1.11 Trichloroclhane

1 Trichloroclhcne
(TCE)

Qualifiers:
ND:
Analyzed for but not detected
*
On-site sampling location
**
Upwind sampling
*** Downwind sampling location
All uniu ugIcuM
AGCs - NYSDEC Annual Guideline Concentratiom

TABLE 2
24 HOUR AMBJENT AIR ~
P
L
~ APRIL
~ 1994
~
VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS

-

T

S

(Cont.)
ENSAMPLE ID

AA9**

ENAAIO**

ENAAII***

ENAA12***

1 17

Acetone

ENAA13***
17.9

-

-

-

2-Butanone (MEK)

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

Chloromelhane

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

Tetrachloroelhene
(PCR

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

Toluene

1.2

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

2,000

I. 1.1-Trichloroethane

4.7

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

2.000

Trichloroethene (TCE)

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

Qualifurs:
ND:
Analyzed for but not detected
t
On-site sampling location
**
Upwind sampling
"*
Downwind sampling location
All units uglcuM

0.45

TABLE 3
SUMMARY OF GROUNDWATER ANALYSIS FROM SELECT WELLS
FALL 1994 OR MOST RECENT
NYSDEC
Class GA
Standards

Sample ID

EN-6M

EN-7M

EN-9M

PW-41
-

PW-51

PW-52

PW-148

12@

9@

20@

-

Volatile Organics (ppb)
Tetrachloroethene
Trichloroethene

5

.

1,2 Dichloroethene (Total)

24@

34@

1OU

27@

)4J .

1 27

15

I lOU

I 0.5

10.81

I

I

I

11.7

12

I

15

OSOU

14

Leachate Parameters (ppm) Background
Alkalinity

(

20.00

144

Chloride

I

19.50

1 223

60

I

151

I

40

NA

NA

80

1 165

I NA

.
1

26

72

38

1113

Sulfate

29.93 .

108

131

14.80

57

NA

28.2

142

Hardness

73.72

350

28 1

112

NA

68.90

95.6

244

286.00

910

1340

878

853

170

Conductivity US
Notes:

@ = Sample value exceeds NYSDEC Class CA Standard of Guidance Value
J = Estimated Due to Variance from Quality Control Limits
U = Result Less than Contract Required Detection Limit
NA = Not Analyzed
ppb = parts per billion
ppm =parts per million

217

773

1

I

I

TABLE 4
CAPITAL AND PRESENT WORTH COSTS
OF EACH ALTERNATIVE

-

ALT. 1
No Further
Action

Costs

ALT. 2

ALT. 3

ALT. 4

ALT. 5

ALT. 6

Capltal Costs
Public Water Connections (I)
Outpost Well (I)
Groundwater Remediation (2)
Total Capital Cash
Annual O&M Cogs (3.4)
Present wonh of O&M (5)
Total Present Worth

Notes: (I)
(2)
(3)
(4)

I

$115.000

1

$115.000

1

$115,000

$115,000

I

$115.000

61.924

61.924

61.924

61.924

61.924

0

0

5.145.563

5,229,122

13,155,529

$176.924

$176.924

S 5.322.487

$5,406,046

613,332,453

43.302

48.626

1,723,002

1,721,802

5.173.590

472,750

530.874

18.810.874

18.797.773

56.482.669

$649,674

$707,798

$24,133,361

$24,203,819

$69,815,122

Work in Progress
Includes Engineering and Design
All Alremtives include an estimated annual cost of $43.302 for groundwater moniloring.
It is assumed that the groundwater pump and treat remedies would operate for thirty years.
which is the lime period recommended by the USEPA when comparing the cosn of different remedial
alternatives. This is a very conw~ativetime period and it is very likely that the groundwater pump
and treat remedies would take less time, although the actual time required is uncertain. The annual O&M
monitoringannualD&Mseu~.
costs do not include the landfill cap and landfill gas collection_~d
Armoattmre~~~~lTi-appliee.
aveFihmy years
~
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APPENLIIX A
RESPONSIVENESS SUMMARY
HUNTINCTONITCAST NORTHPORT LANDFILL SITE
SITE NO. 152040
The issues addressed below were raised during a public meeting held on Dccem$er 13,1995 at the
Dickenson Avenue Elementary School in East Northport, New York and in a comment 1 tter from the
Town of Smithtown's Department of Environment & Waterways. The purpose of the me ting was to
present the Proposed Remedial Action Plan (PRAP) for the site and receive comments o the PRAP for
consideration during the selection of a final remedy. 'Ihc public comment period for the RAP extended
from December 4,1995 to January 8,1996.

i

.

I

I.

Bound water

I.

A comment was raised that the discharge of storm water runoff from the lanilfill to the west
recharge basin may result in a groundwater mound forming under the land$ which may
result in landfill waste coming in contact with groundwater.

I

There arc many factors which must be considered when evaluating the potential r groundwater
mounding to occur and then coming into contact with landfill waste. These inch e the duration
and the intensity of a rainfall event, the volume of runoff to the recharge basin, th location of the
recharge basin relative to the waste mass, the percolation rate of runoff through e unsaturated
subsurface, the depth to the groundwater table, the effective porosity, the depth b low ground of
the waste mass, as well as other factors. The depth to the groundwater table in the area of the
landfill is approximately 50 feet mean sea level (msl) or approximately 75 feet be ow mound
surface. The reported depth of the landfill is approximateii65 feet below ground surface. See
Figure 3- 1 of the Final Remedial Investigation (RJ)report. Baxd on available data. there is no
clear evidence of a localized hydraulic mound beneatd the Huntingtonl'ast North ort landfill. The
landfill cap is designed to eliminate the infiltration of water into the landfill there y drastically
reducing the generation of leachate and subsequent groundwater contamination. I future
groundwater monitoring does not indicate a reduction of groundwater contaminat on as is
expected, the Town of Huntington will be required to evaluate possible reasons fo the continued
groundwater contamination This could include the evaluation of the possibility of groundwater
mounding into the waste mass as a cause.

1

I
\

2.

Is the groundwater flow direction to the north northeast likely to change in the future?
No.

3.

What is the upward groundwater flow near Sunken Meadow Creek?

1

The flow in the Upper Glacial portion of the aquifer is in a north northeast directio from the
vicinity of the landfill. Groundwater flows vertically downward within the central ortion of Long
Island to recharge underlying aquifers. Further north, groundwater flow is nearly l+~rizontal.
Finally, groundwater flow near the shoreline is upward from the deeper zones and #ischarge to the
I
Long Island Sound and Sunken Meadow Creek occurs.

11.

Prinkine Wata

1.

It was stated that a Uoutpost" well will be located a~proximatelytwo years u~eradientof the
Suffolk County Water Authority (SCWA)Gun ~ l u b ~ o a d supply weli the direction
of the Huntington Landfill. How was this distance determined?

in

To be protective of public health. the New York State Department of Health RIYSWH) and the
~uffolkCounty ~ e & m e n of
t Ikalth Services ( S C D H S requested
~ ~ ~ ~ that this outpost well be
installed and samuled. This will provide an early warning should moundwater contamination
related to the landfill migrate in &e direction of thc SCWA wcll fieid on Gun Club Road. Two
years would be sufficient time to design and construct a treatment system at this well head if
necessary. Based on the rate of groundwater flow in the portion of the aquifer that the public
supply wells arc screened, it was determined that the "outpost" wcll would need to be placed
approximately 500 fed from the wcll field to allow for a two year warning period.
2.

The drinking water supply at Sunken Meadow Park is from an on-site well. While this well
has not been impacted by the leachate plume, it is possible that the plume could spread to this
area in the future. For this reason, frequent monitoring of this well should be performed.
(This comment was received from the Town of Smithtown Department of Environment &
Waterways in a letter dated January 4.1996.)

-

Drinking water in a majority of the Sunkcn Meadow State Park is obtained from wells #2 and #3,
which are located in the western portion of the park. The remaining portion of the park is serviced
, by water supplied by the Suffolk County Water Authority. Well #I in the park has been closed.
Based on information supplied by the Suffolk County Department of Health Services (SCDHS)
Division of Environmental Quality, the two wells in the park are sampled both by an
environmental services contractor for the park superintendent and by the SCDHS. Analysis of the
samples include an inorganic scan, volatile organic compounds and bacterial analysis. Based on
Part 5 of the NYS Sanitary Code, the SCDHS has regulatory authority over these public, noncommunity watcr supply &ells and has stated that the sampling
is adequate and
suff~cientIf future monitoring detects any increase of landfdl related contaminants. SCDHS will
take appropriate measures including inc&ing the sampling frequency.

-

111.

Surface W a u

1.

Sunken Meadow Creek is a locally significant fish and wildlife habitat. It is also a tributary
of the Nissequogue River, which has been designated as both a New York State Significant
Coastal Fish and Wildlife Habitat and a US. Fish and Wildlife Service Significant Coastal
Habitat. For this reason, we believe that a greater frequency of testing is warranted for the
surface water in Sunken Meadow Creek, perhaps on a quarterly basis. (This comment was
received from theTown of Smithtown Department of Environment &Waterways in a letter
dated January 4,1996.)

-

The NYSDEC agrees with this comment and has revised the post closure monitoring requirements
to require semi-annual sampling from Sunken Meadow Creek. This sampling fnquency will be
consistent with the sampling trequency of the groundwater monitoring wells. The exact number
and sample locations will be determined based on the results of the Spring, 1996 sampling round

-

scheduled for both the monitoring wells and Sunken Meadow Creek. It is antici ated that a
minimum of six samples kom Sunken Meadow Creek will be required on a rmj-annual basis

n'.
1.

A comment was made that the other remedies which were evaluated were to; expensive and
that the proposed remedy was sufficient.
The NYSDEC agrees with this comment.

2.

The proposed post landfill closure semi-annual frequency of groundwater sdmpling is not
. I
sufficient. Monthly sampling would be better.
In designing a long-term monitoring program, a balance between the cost of the brogram versus
providing an adequate data base capable of detecting trends over time has to be et. During the
remedial investigation, three rounds of groundwater samples were collected. Pre ious to the
remedial investigation, existing monitoring wells had been sampled on multiple ccasions. As
reported in the Remedial Investigation Report, comparison between the pre-exis ng groundwater
quality data with the RI data indicates good agreement between the two data sets This agreement
also holds true for the sampling data collected h m various homeowner wells ov r time. There
arc also seasonal variations in groundwater contamination concentrations, but wi a plume Lhc
sire and nature of the Huntington Landfill leachate plume this is not expected to e significant.
W ~ t hthe capping of the landfill substantially complete, leachate production shou d drop off
drastically. Sampling of the monitoring wells adjacent to the landfill should sho a noticeable
drop in leachate indicators over the next several sampling rounds. In this hydrog ological flow
regime, a semi-annual sampling fkquency is sufficient to detect this change. If e initial
sampling data does not demonstrate this reduction in leachate indicators, then th Town of
Huntington will have to collect additional rounds of samples on a more frequent asis to provide
an explanation (such as failure in the landfill cap). Finally the appropriateness of e monitoring
program will be evaluated at least once annually.

1

1
t

3.

What is meant by long term monitoring?
The duration of a monitoring program is very site specific. Typically, monitoring @wil occur until
the site or media (groundwater, soil, sediment, etc.) has been completely remediat d. For sites
where a groundwater plume will not be actively remediated and natural attenuati n will be the
only process to reduce contaminant levels in the groundwater, an effective
critical. The monitoring program will need to continue until contaminant
acceptable levels in the aquifer. Post-closure monitoring must be performed for aminii&n of 30
years. However, after a five-year period, the Town of Huntington may request thdt the NYSDEC
modify the sampling and analysis requirements. A site specific landfill post-closqre groundwater
monitoring program is being developed. Factors which must be considered are fu+e use of the
aquifer, threatened drinking water or supply wells, impacted or threatened surfacewater resources
which the aquifer is being discharged to, as well as other factors.

b

4.

The capped landfill should be available for recreational use in the future, maybe ten years
from now.

Although there are old landfills on Long Island being used for recreational purposes, these are all
landfills where it has been determined that there is not a threat to public health or the integrity of
the landfill cap. Most of these landfills are not elevated above the ground surface. The
HuntingtonEast Northport landfill extends approximately 185 feet above the ground surface and
has side slopes that exceed three to one. Properly functioning drainage terraces and down spouts
are crucial to maintaining the integrity of the landfill cover system. Recreational use of the landfill
would likely result in damage to the cover system which may cause it to fail resulting in additional
groundwater contamination. Failure of the landfill cover system may also result in unacceptable
exposures to the waste materials. Finally, recreational use of the landfill may result in exposures to
landfill gases. Given the above information, recreational use of the landfill is not anticipated in
the foreseeable future.
How does the gas collection system(s) at the landfill work and where will the gas utilization
electrical generator be located?

5.

There an two separate major landfill gas management systems at the Huntington/East Northport
Landfill. The first is the perimeter landfill gas collection system which consists of a series of gas
collection wells at the perimeter of the landfill which an connected by header pipe. This header
pipe channels the collected gas to a new blower station at the south end olthe landfill consisting
of two 2,500 c t n blower/motor assemblies (100% redundancy) each capable of independently
providing adequate perimeter landfill gas control. There is also a series of landfill gas monitoring
wells outside the perimeter gas collection system which are sampled monthly to detect any
possible gas migration which may escape being managed by the perimeter gas collection system.

'

The second major landfill gas management system at the landfill is the landfill gas
recovery1convcrsion system which consists of seventeen landfill gas extraction wells (drilled at
locations at the top of the landfill into the waste mass) interconnected by gas transmission piping
which will be connected to a elechicd generator unit. The elechical generator unit will be sighted
on a pad along Town Line Road. Groups of passive gas vents on the la~dfillhave been
interconnected which will also be connected to the electrical generator.
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1.

"In the Matter of the Development and Implementation of a Remedial Pr gram for an
Inactive Hazardous Waste Disposal Site, Under Article 27. Tide 13. of e Environmental
Conservation Law of the State of New York by Town of Huntington. Re$pondent," Order
on Consent Index #W1-254-8846 Site #I52040 dated March 26, 1991.

2.

Orderby letter dated May 4, 1994.

3.

Orderdated January 6. 1995.
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